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Antisemitism played a major role in Adolf Hitler's thinking
and in the Nazi ideology. Read here what inspired Hitler's
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The infamous reign of Adolf Hitler occurred half a century
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The Other Victims of the Nazis
Hitler's first target was Germany's closest neighbor to the
east, Poland. An agricultural country with little military
power. Hitler attacked Poland from three.
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Target Hitler (paperback). The story of the ill-fated bomb
plot in Nazi Germany on 20 July , is one of the most famous of
the whole war, but.
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IntheBishopofMuensterprotestedthesegassings,andtheywerestopped.
This attack against German and Austrian Jews included the
physical destruction of synagogues and Jewish-owned stores,
the arrest of Jewish men, the vandalization of homes, and the
murder of individuals. Even in places where the boycott took
place as planned, the Nazis quickly discovered that it was
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Plans to stage a coup and prevent Hitler from launching a new
world war were developed in andbut were aborted.
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